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Our Ref:  ATISN 10307 
 

18 April 2016 
 

Dear   
 

ATISN 10307 – Public Health (Wales) Bill  
 

Thank you for your request under the Freedom of Information Act 2000, which I received on 
17th March. You asked for: 
 

1. When work started on the Public Health (Wales) Bill.  
2. How many meetings (a record if possible) there were concerning the creation of the Bill 

which the Health Minister or his representatives attended.   
3. How many people worked on the Bill before the final vote on 16th March.  
4. If possible how many man hours that equated to. 
5. How much the process of creating the Bill cost (if possible broken down in terms of 

staffing and consultations). 
6. How much the printing of the Public Health (Wales) Bill cost at each stage from draft to 

final.  
7. Did all AMs need a copy?  If possible how many copies were needed. 
 

In response to point 1, the First Minister first made reference to plans to consult on the need 
for a Public Health (Wales) Bill in his Oral Statement on the Welsh Government’s Legislative 
Programme 2011-2016, on 12th July 2011. The statement can be found via the following 
link: 
http://gov.wales/about/cabinet/cabinetstatements/2011/2011-16legrogramme/?lang=en 
 

Point 2 of your request requires substantial searches of a number of files, inboxes, diaries, 
etc as it is very broad in scope. I have calculated that it would take approximately 196 hours 
to complete this element of your request. It would involve conducting searches of the diary 
of the Minister for Health and Social Services and a minimum of 30 officials across a 
number of teams and corporate services, covering every working day for the period 12th 
July 2011 when the announcement of a Public Health (Wales) Bill was first made by the 
First Minister, to 16th March 2016 when the vote on the Bill was taken.  
 

In order to estimate the time it would take to identify relevant information, I have undertaken 
the following calculation;   
 

Time taken to check each daily diary entry for relevant information = 20 seconds  

http://gov.wales/about/cabinet/cabinetstatements/2011/2011-16legrogramme/?lang=en


Number of business days from the period 12 July 2011 – 16 March 2016 – 1,137 
 

31 diaries x 20 seconds = 620 seconds ÷ 60 = 10.33 minutes 
 

10.33 minutes x 1,137 days = 11745.21 minutes ÷ 60 = 195.75 hours  
 
It follows that I believe your request is likely to be very time consuming to deal with.  It is 
estimated that it will cost more than the appropriate limit established in the Freedom of 
Information and Data Protection (Appropriate Limit and Fees) Regulations 2004 to consider 
your request and in this circumstance the regulations allow us to refuse to deal with it.  The 
appropriate limit specified for central government is £600.  When calculating whether or not 
your request exceeds the appropriate limit, we are allowed to consider the time it is likely to 
take to establish if we hold the information, locate the information, retrieve the information 
and extract it. If these tasks are estimated to take more than 24 hours of working time, the 
limit will have been exceeded. In this instance, we consider this to be the case and 
consequently we will not proceed with this element of your request.  
 

You may wish to refine your request by narrowing its scope by being more specific about 
what information you particularly wish to obtain, including any dates or period of time 
relevant to the information required.  If you do refine your request in this way, this will be 
treated as a new request. 
 
In relation to point 3, we are unable to provide an exact figure of the number of people who 
worked on the Bill. A range of officials will have been involved to varying degrees at different 
stages of the Bill’s development. In line with the way in which we have based calculations in 
dealing with point 2 above, we have estimated that a minimum of 30 officials have been 
involved during the overall process.   
 
No information is held with regards to point 4. Officials are not required to maintain a 
timesheet for each task they are asked to undertake. Some officials will have spent much of 
their working day on the Bill, over varying periods of time, whilst others may only have spent 
a few hours on the Bill.  
 
For point 5, whilst information is not held about total staffing costs for the Bill for the reasons 
outlined above, during the course of its development some specific costs were incurred. 
External costs associated with the different consultation exercises and developing the Bill 
amounted to approximately £7,000 in 2012/13, £6,000 in 2013/14, £17,000 in 2014/15 and 
£15,000 in 2015/16. However, as the majority of time involved in developing the Bill in both 
languages was spent by Welsh Government officials, these should not be considered to be 
a full representation of the overall likely cost. 
 

No information is held for points 6 and 7 of your request. However, information may possibly 
be held by the Assembly Commission who you may wish to contact.  
 

If you are dissatisfied with the Welsh Government’s handling of your request, you can ask 
for an internal review within 40 working days of the date of this response.  Requests for an 
internal review should be addressed to the Welsh Government’s Freedom of Information 
Officer at:  
 

Information Rights Unit,  
Welsh Government, 
Cathays Park,  
Cardiff,  
CF10 3NQ  
 

or email: FreedomOfInformationOfficer@wales.gsi.gov.uk 
 

mailto:FreedomOfInformationOfficer@wales.gsi.gov.uk


Please remember to quote the ATISN reference number above.     
 

You also have the right to complain to the Information Commissioner.  The Information 
Commissioner can be contacted at:  Information Commissioner’s Office,  
Wycliffe House,  
Water Lane,  
Wilmslow,  
Cheshire,  
SK9 5AF 
 

However, please note that the Commissioner will not normally investigate a complaint until it 
has been through our own internal review process. 
 

Yours sincerely, 
 


